For immediate release

**JLS expands sales team with packaging industry veteran**

(York, PA) JLS Automation has appointed John Kertesz as its Eastern Region Sales Manager. John will be responsible for the eastern United States and Canada as well as some specific major account responsibilities.

JLS President/CEO Craig Souser comments, “We are excited to have John as part of our growing team. John fits the chemistry here very well and shares our core values and commitment to the customer. Additionally, John brings over eight years of experience selling similar products/solutions so he has hit the ground running. It’s a great opportunity for JLS to drive more revenue and John takes over a region that has traditionally been very strong for us.”

John can be reached at jkertesz@jlsautomation.com or call 717-495-2585.

**About JLS Automation**

JLS Automation provides vision-guided robotics for the food industry, specifically in primary and secondary packaging operations. Known for hygienic equipment designed for harsh sanitary environments, JLS has multiple patents for robotic tooling. Our PIVT™ system (patent pending) detects leaking vacuum packed products. Learn more about JLS’ innovative products at www.jlsautomation.com and how the Design for Agility® philosophy of JLS can help your packaging line.